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NEWS BRIEF

New enhancements mark
the next stage of CBAA’s popular
Partners-in-Safety program

C

BAA is building on
the popularity of its
Partners-in-Safety program with new tools and better
access, making it even easier for
all member operators, regardless of size, to comply with
current safety regulations and
instill a comprehensive safety
culture in all facets of
its operations.
The latest addition to the
program is the CBAA template
operations manual, completely
reviewed by Transport Canada,
which offers a simple way for
members, especially small
operators, to ensure their
compliance under 604. An OM
Checklist template is
also included.
Using the template, members can create their own,
tailored operations manual
by amending it to reflect
their approach to operating in
compliance with the applicable
Canadian Regulations. The template manual addresses all the
operations manual regulatory
requirements. If the manual is
appropriately customized and
the processes and procedures
implemented, used and maintained, then the operator should
meet the regulator requirements
for an operations manual.
CBAA has also waived subscription fees for its National

www.cbaa-acaa.ca

Aggregate Database (NAD),
bringing it in line with the all
the other Partners-in-Safety features, which, with the exception
of the CBAA Member SMS,
are available at no charge.
The NAD is
a customized,
user-friendly
and reporting system for
all types of
operations. It
includes online
training and
24/7 support,
and will allow
subscribers to
meet CAR 604
trend analysis and hazard identification requirements as well
as be a source for determining
effective corrective or mitigating actions respecting identified
hazards.
The other elements of Partners-in-Safety are the CBAA
Member SMS, which includes
templates and guidance materials that are fully compliant
with the 604 regulations and
have been vetted by Transport
Canada and is incorporated by
reference in the CBAA Template Operations Manual, and
the Flight Data Analysis, to be
released in the near future.
Canadian business aviation
can be justly proud of its safety

record – literally the best in the
world” said president and CEO
Rudy Toering. “Partners-inSafety takes it to the next level,
allowing operators, regardless
of size, to not only maintain

that ‘gold standard’, but improve
on it. Thanks to the generous
support of our sponsors, Bombardier Business Aircraft and
NAV CANADA, there is no cost
barrier to joining: we are able to
offer the entire Partners-in-Safety program, with the exception
of the CBAA Member SMS at
no charge to members.”
Partners-in-Safety, available
only to CBAA members, is not
limited to 604 operations, but can
enhance the safety compliance of
many types of aviation ops.
For more information, please
contact Lindsay Berndt at
lberndt@cbaa.ca or
613.236.5611 ext. 221.

CEO’S CORNER

Staying on track with
the new government
By the time you read this, we’ll
be looking at the Canadian
election in the rear view mirror,
and a new government will
have been named. At this
writing, however, nothing is
certain. Like everyone else, the
CBAA has been analysing the
“what-ifs” of all the different
governments that the election
might bring.
After a lot of internal
discussion about our best
approach with the post-Oct 19
government, we realized that
while the government itself
may change, and the Minister
of Transport will be different,
our number one job is to
ensure that business aviation
will still be in a strong position
in its ongoing dialogue with
government officials and ensure
that our work on 604/704
regulations and other issues
remains on track.
We have made a great deal
of progress already, and we
fully expect to pick up where
we left off, regardless of the
election’s outcome. The 2014
Economic Impact Study of
Business Aviation in Canada
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allowed us, for the first time, to make
continuation of Training to Proficiency,
an evidence-based argument for the
having a simpler compliance process
importance of our sector to the Canadian
for small operators, and allowing a
economy. Partners-in-Safety,
two-year exemption or
a comprehensive safety
implementation period
program geared to private
once the Guidance
operations of all types as well
Material is released. The
as 604/704 regulations, has
notion of “one size fits all”
not only made it easier for
approach is a thing of the
operators to comply with
past: today, TC recognizes
regulations and instill a safety
the need for sectorculture, but has proven that
specific regulations.
Rudy Toering,
the CBAA and its members’
No matter who
President & CEO
commitment to safety is far
forms this government,
more than just words.
our message is the
The results of these actions were clear.
same: business aviation matters. We
CBAA and Transport Canada now have
will continue to educate, advocate and
a greatly improved relationship that is
promote the economic value and high
having a positive impact on all of our
level of safety that defines Canada’s
discussions, including our major “asks,”
business aviation sector.
such as exemptions and delegations, the
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ADVOCACY AND NEWS

CBAA optimistic following meeting
with new Transport deputy minister

C

BAA’s wide-ranging
and detailed meeting
with Transport’s
new deputy minister, JeanFrançois Tremblay, suggests
that CBAA’s advocacy is on
track, according to president
& CEO Rudy Toering and
vice-president of government
and regulatory affairs, Merlin
Preuss, who both participated
in an introductory meeting
that lasted well over an hour.
“Usually, a meeting with

a deputy minister is quite
brief, and can be superficial,
frankly” said Merlin.
“However, we were given
an extended time to get into
many of the particulars of
what we want to see in 604
regulations and discuss other
important files. We got the
strong feeling that there
was no substantive disputes
with our positions. While
nothing happens quickly in
a bureaucracy, I think we

will succeed in getting much
of what we have been asking
for.”
Some of the items
under discussion include
exemptions and delegations
for 604 regulations,
including the continuation
of Training to Proficiency,
a simpler process for small
operators, and a two-year
exemption or implementation
period once the Guidance
Material is released.

EASA’S Third Country Operators (TCO)
Regulations causing issues for CBAA
and NBAA members

R

egulation (EU) 452/2014, the so-called TCO Regulation entered
into force on 26 May 2014 and is now causing issues for NBAA
and CBAA members. FAR 129 and CAR 701 basically say the
same thing as EU 452: i.e. foreign commercial air operators need to
meet ICAO regulations to operate into or over the USA, Canada and the
EU. The FARs and CARs do not fully replicate ICAO standards, and
generally speaking, neither the FAA nor TC enforces these requirements
on each other or other nations which have sophisticated regulatory
frame works. EASA at this point is not so obliging, and is not willing to recognize our regulatory
frameworks as equivalent.
The CBAA and NBAA are attempting to gain the support of their respective national authorities
to have EASA treat Canadian and US operators differently from operators from countries which do
not have sophisticated regulatory frameworks.

National
calls with
members
focus on
key issues

C

BAA held its semiannual national call
with members this
October, updating them
on the latest association
activities and answering
their questions and concerns.
This is an important way for
the CBAA to have an open
dialogue with its members.
Thanks to everyone who took
the time to participate.

Sign up for the
CBAA Member
SMS and NAD
Program Today!
cbaa-acaa.ca

www.cbaa-acaa.ca
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
EVENTS CALENDAR

QUEBEC
CHAPTER MEETING
December 3rd 2015

EDMONTON
CHAPTER MEETING
December 7th 2015

CALGARY
CHAPTER MEETING
December 8th 2015

VANCOUVER
CHAPTER MEETING
December 10th 2015

NOTEWORTHY

Visit the CBAA 2016 website
for the latest information
The CBAA 2016 website is ready, with the latest news on the program, exhibitor
information and floorplan, sponsorship opportunities, accommodations information
and much more. Please visit the CBAA website, www.cbaa-acaa.ca and click on
CBAA 2016 under the Events tab to access everything you need to know about
Canadian business aviation’s premier event, to be held in Calgary, July 5 – 8th.

CBAA 2016 sponsorships
ahead of last year
While we are tracking ahead of last year, there are still a number of excellent opportunities to support
Canadian business aviation’s biggest and put you in direct contact with hundreds of business aviation
owner/operators, flight managers, pilots, management companies and senior corporate executives.
For more information, please contact Lise Hodgson at lhodgson@cbaa.ca.
AS OF
OCT. 16

CBAA THANKS THE FOLLOWING
CBAA 2016 SPONSORS
DIAMOND SPONSOR

Local chapter
meetings an
important source
of information
and networking
CBAA’s local chapter meetings
are an essential way to stay in
touch with the business aviation
community and your fellow CBAA
members. Most meetings include
a reception, presentations on issues
that affect BA, from CBAA, and
others, such as Nav Canada, as well
as a tour of a business aircraft.
For more information, please
contact your local chapter or Lindsay
Berndt at lberndt@cbaa.ca or
613.236.5611 ext. 221. Thanks to
our 2015 Chapter meeting sponsors!
The CBAA gratefully acknowledges
their contributions to the association
and business aviation.
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SILVER SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSOR

MEMBERSHIP

Discounted rates on
IS-BAH for CBAA members

T

he International Standard for Business Aircraft Handling (ISBAH™), is designed to promote use of industry best practices
blended through a progressive Safety Management System (SMS)
for Fixed Based Operations (FBO) and Business Aircraft Handling
Agencies (BAHA).
Among many other benefits the IS-BAH aims to offer benefits such
as safer ground operations, fewer accidents and injuries as well as
elimination of redundant audits from operators – one IS-BAH audit in
place of many operator audits.

The IS-BAH is offered to CBAA members at a discounted rate, for further
information please go to www.ibac.org/is_bah

Welcome New Members
Aviation S.B. Inc.

At Aviation SB we specialize in first class short
charter trips, as well as luxury getaways. We
are proud to offer an excellent comprehensive
transportation service. We take care of the whole
logistics part (including taxi, rental cars, hotels,
Etc...), so you can concentrate on your business.
We own a brand new Cessna Citation Mustang that
allows us to offer fast, luxurious and yet affordable
transportation, out of any airport with 3800’
runway or more.
We also buy, trade and resale airplanes.

Lloydminster Municipal Airport

UNDERSTANDING
the new IFR rules

As our region continues to grow and expand, we
continue to examine opportunities to enhance our
user experience. In 2014 the City of Lloydminster
began renovations to the passenger lounge,
upgrading seating in the waiting area, providing a
more comfortable and usable space for passengers.
The upgraded seats provided connectivity for
travelers, including individual outlets to connect
electronic devices. With a high-level of business
travel originating from Lloydminster, passengers
have responded extremely well to this
new addition.

Can-Am Aerospace
There have been some changes to the IFR rules.
Here is what you need to know:
•

Under the current IFR validity exemption IFRs no longer
expire which means they never have to be renewed. The IFR
expiry date will be removed from a pilot’s licence.

•

For CAR 604 pilots, this means nothing changes. As long
as a PCC, PPC or training to proficiency program is preformed
every two years, the IFR will remain valid. 604 pilots can
continue to do training to proficiency in lieu of a PCC.

•

However, there is still a validity requirement - certification of
competency shall be entered in the holder’s Aviation Document
booklet on the Competencies Record page by the Canadian
Pilot Examiner or Approved Check Pilot, or designated person
i.e. Chief Pilot.

Can-Am Aerospace is an aeronautical engineering
company with Transport Canada Design Approval
Delegation specializing in design and certification
of aircraft modifications and repairs to Part 23, 25,
27 and 29 category aircraft.
Can-Am Aerospace provides Transport Canada
RDA’s, PDA’s and STC’s for all types of design
changes including avionics, interiors, structures
and systems. We also provide U.S. FAA STCs and
Repair Approvals on US registered aircraft and
EASA STCs and Repair Approvals on European
registered aircraft.

The CBAA continues to process initial type ratings through
Aime O’Connor at aoconnor@cbaa.ca

www.cbaa-acaa.ca
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